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4. Summarize Findings

You are here
Recall...

Outcomes of Step 3-Do the Assessment

- Assessment answers identifying causes of vulnerability and consequences
- An exposure analysis identifying which climate scenarios might affect different assets
Now onto...

- Summarize answers to the assessment questions into clear, outcome-oriented vulnerability and consequence statements.

Organizing is what you do before you do something, so that when you do it, it is not all mixed up. – A.A. Milne
assessment findings

Statements that summarize the vulnerabilities and their consequences.

Example VULNERABILITY:
The transportation network cannot accommodate rerouted commuter traffic or goods movement if rail service or significant roadways are disrupted.

Has CONSEQUENCES on:
- People where they live and commute
- Social equity
- Local, regional and national economy
- Environmental quality
- Share profile sheets that have the assessment findings with working group members, and incorporate their input
profile sheets

A one or two-page summary, or profile, of the asset, sector or service assessed.
Next up…

• Write issue statements for the profile sheets
• Identify the project’s key planning issues
• Refine the project resilience goals